EXECUTIVE MBA
In REAL ESTATE
FINANCE

Leading Business School in Germany. 34th place in the world on the Eduniversal Ranking „Best
Masters in the World“ 2019 with the Executive MBA in Real Estate programme.

Executive education that puts you ahead

“The IRE|BS Executive MBA in Real Estate was a great capstone programme even at a later stage in my
career. The small group fostered challenging classroom discussions with high-calibre academics and
practitioners. Truly enjoyable, but also hard work!”
Wenzel Hoberg
President ¶ Barnhart Capital

“The content of the Executive MBA Real Estate programme reflects the increasingly global nature and
connectedness of the market, between mature and developing economies, guided by very experienced
academics and professionals.”
Peter Duncan
Board Director | HASSELL

“The Executive MBA in Real Estate course has enabled me not only to update but also to deepen my
knowledge. In particular, the stays abroad at excellent partner institutes have broadened my outlook
enormously.”
Jörg Kuttig (FRICS)
CEO | JKT Immobilien

“I am still benefiting after the course from the excellent network it provided. The exchange of opinions
among participants is crucial both during and after the course.”
Kristina Brockhoff
Authorised signatory and member of the management | Brockhoff & Partner Immobilien

“The sharply increasing capital market focus of real estate companies, as well as listed vehicles such as
REITs, have led to strong demand for excellent analysts in the real estate and finance sectors.”
Barbara A. Knoflach (FRICS)
Founder | TinyBE and DealEvolution

“There has been strong progress in the professionalisation of the real estate sector in Germany. Nevertheless, trends in recent years have shown how important selective training is. The programme makes
an important contribution towards this, because it helps market operators to prepare and make the right
investment decisions.”
Dr. Jürgen Schäfer (FRICS)
Managing Partner | CORESIS Management Business Development

Excellent career prospects
The Executive MBA in Real Estate Finance at the International Real Estate Business School (IRE |BS)
opens up attractive career opportunities. It allows you to:
n

F urther develop and deepen your knowledge through goal-orientated teaching and discussion
with top-flight lecturers in attendance days and available in parts as blended learning lectures
available

n

 btain a recognised double-degree: successful participants earn the title “Master of Business
O
Administration (MBA)“ and “Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst (IRE|BS/DVFA)”

n

Capitalise on all these benefits and increase your market value significantly

Excellent contacts in the
real estate sector
After more than three decades on the market, the IRE|BS Immobilienakademie offers excellent contacts
in all sectors of the real estate industry. The IRE|BS Immobilienakademie has supported many networks
in their foundation in its role as a pioneer of further education in the real estate industry in Germany
and has accompanied them in their growth since then.
	
We will open doors to the largest network in the German real estate industry. People who complete
the course are eligible to join IMMOEBS e.V. Specialist regional events, in particular, offer perfect
opportunities for networking and in-depth discussion among fellow professionals.
	
The IRE|BS International Real Estate Business School, with eight Law and Economics chairs and
professorships as well as 11 honorary professorships and professorships-in-residence at the Faculty
of Economics at the University of Regensburg, is one of the most renowned real estate teaching and
research institutions in Europe. The University of Regensburg is system-accredited by ACQUIN.
T he programme is accredited by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). With more
than 134,000 qualified members in 146 countries, the London-based Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (RICS), with its rich tradition, is regarded as the most internationally renowned professional organisation for real estate professionals. It sets standards for initial training and continuing
professional development, as well as for professional practice through a binding code of conduct.
 ith over 1,400 members, the German Association for Financial Analysis and Asset Management
W
is the organisation with the largest number of members among German financial analysts. It is a
professional association for investment professionals in Germany.

Course summary
General Course STructure

Module in
Economics

Module in
General
management

Interactive Executive MBA in Real Estate Finance
Real estate is a complex asset, and property investment markets
have become very competitive. The Executive MBA in Real Estate
Finance was designed to give real estate professionals a competitive edge over other market players, providing them with the tools
to compete in an international investment world, applying modern financial structures and vehicles. The course is aimed at realestate professionals who wish to shape the industry sustainably and
to gain a better understanding of property finance and investment.

Module in
FINANCE

Master‘s
Thesis

Module in Economics | 11 days
Regensburg | Eltville

Module in General Management | 21 days
Regensburg | Eltville

Module in Finance | 20 days

The course consists of three modules: In the economics module,
participants learn the fundamentals of real estate and urban economics. The general management module teaches real estate management skills such as negotiation, corporate strategy or innovation
management. The finance module links theoretical as well as practical skills to analyse, assess and structure real estate investments
on a national as well as an international scale.
The first two modules are taught in English. The third module, which
is similar to our programme “Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst“, is currently taught in German.
The course of studies is completed with the Master’s thesis, for which
a three-month preparation period is provided. Upon successful completion of all modules, the “Master of Business Administration” will
be awarded by the Faculty of Economics of the University of Regensburg.
Beeing a double degree programme, you will obtain the title:
“Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst (IRE|BS/DVFA)“.

Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst | Frankfurt

Master‘s Thesis | 3 months
Residence | Place of work

„Master of Business Administration (MBA)“

„CREA® – Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst
(IRE |BS/DVFA)“´*
**You have the opportunity to entitle the double-degree without
any further costs.

Enrolment requirements
240 ECTS (European Credits
Transformation System)

Completed University
Education

Postgraduate
Education

5 Years of Work
Experience

Route 1

Route 2

Route 3

Route 4

Bachelor‘s 180 ECTS

Master‘s (at least) 240 ECTS

Bachelor‘s 210 ECTS

Master‘s (at least) 240 ECTS

Real Estate Executive

Real Estate Executive

Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst

Programme 60 ECTS

Programme 30 ECTS

(IRE|BS/DVFA) 19 ECTS

52 DAYS

32 DAYS

52 DAYS

52 DAYS

Executive MBA in Real Estate finance 60 ECTS

What is the ECTS?
The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) is a tool that helps to design, describe,
and deliver study programmes and award higher education qualifications. Each learning outcome
is expressed in terms of credits. With a student workload ranging from 1,500 to 1,800 hours for an
academic year, one credit generally corresponds to 25-30 hours of work.

41 ECTS

For all your questions about
studying, please contact our
programme manager:
Phone: +49 (0)6723 9950-30
E-mail: mba@irebs.de

Of course we accept ECTS credit points earned at other universities inside and outside Germany. Please
contact us if you have questions as to whether you are qualified for our MBA programme. We are
happy to develop strategies for you to obtain missing ECTS credit points or qualifications.

Anke Schneider
Anke.Schneider@irebs.de

At the beginning – the economics armour

Programme content
Module in Economics
Module in Economics | 11 days
Regensburg | Eltville

In this module, central economic principles will be taught,
which are relevant for executive professionals of the real
estate international business.
Fundamentals of micro and
macroeconomics will not be
taught. Attendees are expected
to be familiar with them. The
lectures build on these basics.

Global Capital Markets
> Global real estate transparency
> Market development
> Global investment activity
International Financial Markets
> Economics, Demographics and Finance
> Japanification of Europe
> The four Quadrant Model
> Global RE Investment Management
> Challenges in the shared Economy
Decision-based Game Theory
> Elements of game theory
>	Sequential games: Anticipation of rivals‘ strategies
> Simultaneous games and solution concepts
> The prisoner‘s dilemma
> Mixed strategies
> Bidding in auctions

Urban Economics and Real Estate Markets
>	The simultaneous model of asset and real estate use
> Markets, urban agglomerations, rents and prices
>	The urban housing market: Structural attributes and
density
> Corporate site selection and industrial land use
Real Estate Taxation
> Fiscal aspects asset deals and share deals
> Selected issues concerning continuous taxation
> Interest deduction
> Double tax treaty
> Various caveats
Demographic Developments and the Real Estate Sector
> Global demographic trends
> Housing markets under pressure?
> Pressure on commercial real estate
> Management implications

Behavioural Economics
> Strategic decision-making and bounded rationality
>	How important are social preferences?
> Decision-making under uncertainty
> Deciding for the future

Internationalisation of the Real Estate Market
> Market overview
> Internationalisation of investors
> Internationalisation of vehicles
> Understanding scoring tools

Real Estate Cycles and Forecasting Models
> Sources of cyclical behaviour
> Priniciples of econometric modelling and forecasting
> Modelling real estate markets
> Real-life challenges to market forecasting

Case Study: Creating an international Real Estate
Portfolio on a macro level

Sustainable Real Estate
> Definition, drivers of sustainability, CSR and GRI
> Certification systems
> Cost effectiveness and pay off

General Management – Trained to lead

Programme content
Module in General Management
Module in General Management | 21 days
Regensburg | Eltville

In this module, the
lectures will focus on the
most important themes of
management literature,
including those which
are relevant to international real estate market
managers. The content
will build on common
economic topics; some
of these topics should
already be familiar to the
attendees.

Fundamentals of International Accounting
> Reasons for the international standardisation
of accounting
> Relevant institutions and norms
> The significance and conceptual basis of the IFRS
> Fundamentals of financial reporting in
accordance with IFRS
International Real Estate Valuation
> Types of value
> Standardised procedures
> Non-standardised procedures
> Valuation parameters
> Procedure application
Financial Modelling
> Financial statement analysis
> Modelling the P&L
> Modelling the balance sheet
Negotiations
> Fundamental methods
> Techniques
Cultural Management
> Activity-based management concepts
> People-based management concepts
> Handling-based management concepts
> Personnel qualification
Corporate Management
> Theories of corporate management
> Normative management
> Strategic management
> Operative management
Strategic Management
> Strategy concept
> Strategy management process
> Sector analysis using Porter’s Five Forces model
> Basic and company strategies
> Case study
Management of Innovation
> Technology strategy
> Disruptive technology
> Implementation of IM

Personnel Management
> Relevance to real estate
> HR management
> Leadership
> Personnel management systems
> HR audit
Change Management in Real Estate
> Changing environment
> Strategies to adapt
> Leading change
Corporate Governance
> Boundaries of corporate governance
> Corporate governance in Germany
> Social responsibility
> National and international governance models
> Lessons from the crisis
Business Ethics
> Necessity of business ethics
> Function of business ethics
> Implementation of business ethics
Leadership
> Importance of leadership
> Leadership strategies
Risk Management
> Risk management for a global real estate fund
Capital Markets
> Capital market efficiency
> Stock market
> Bond market
> Risk management
Institutional Investments in Real Estate
> Direct real estate investment
> Indirect real estate investment
> Designing an optimal fund structure
> Developing a fund strategy
Strategic Real Estate Financing in Practice
>	Understanding financing strategy as a result
of a strategy process
> Structural elements of a financing strategy
> Financing of a real estate business
> Expectations management

A Combination – In-person Attendance and E-Learning

Blended learning - the best out of two worlds
(only in Munich)

With its Finance module as part of the Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst (CREA Blended) intensive course, the IRE |BS Immobilienakademie is striving to achieve a meaningful pedagogical
combination of established classroom-based events with modern
forms of e-learning. We place great emphasis on combining the
advantages of traditional classroom teaching with the greater flexibility of modern e-learning formats. You will be working on case
studies online at home, exchanging ideas with other students, virtually and actively discussing them in course rooms. This marries a
high degree of individualisation with intensive social exchange with
fellow students and lecturers – the best of two different educational worlds, so to speak.
Independent of time and place:
Study during the e-learning phase – whenever you have time and
wherever you are.
Exchange:
Engage in discussions with your fellow students and lecturers in
the real or virtual world.
Individual learning:
Adapt the e-learning to your own personal pace.

Module 1 | 2,5 Attendance days / 20 Units*
International Real Estate- and Capital Markets

Module 2 | 2 Attendance days / 12 Units*
Business Models of Market Participants

Module 3 | 2,5 Attendance days / 28 Units*
Real Estate Investments and analysis

Module 4 | 4 Attendance days / 8 Units*
Portfolio management

„CREA® – Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst
(IRE |BS/DVFA)“**

„Master of Business Administration (MBA)“
*E-Learning to the extent of x units of 45 Minutes each.
**You have the opportunity to entitle the double-degree without
any further costs.

CLASSROOM LEARNING

BLENDED
LEARNING

E-LEARNING

The profit – achieve the best

Content of programme Module in Finance

(Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst - in Person in Frankfurt only)
Module 1 | presence: 6 days; blended learning: 2,5 days + online sessions
International Real Estate and Capital Markets

The „Finance Module“ links
theoretical as well as practical
skills to analyse, assess and
structure Real Estate Investments on a national as well as an
international scale.

The Module has been developed
by IRE|BS Immobilienakademie in
close cooperation with the German
Association for Financial Analysis
and Asset Management

Investment Vehicles and Investors
> Typology of direct and indirect real estate investments
> Characteristics of investor types
> Classical errors in the decision-making pattern
> Macroeconomic principles of the real estate market
Macroeconomic Significance of the Real Estate Sector
> Real estate supply and demand
> Functioning of real estate markets
> International real estate cycles
> Market failure in the real estate sector
Analysis of Real Estate Markets with External Data
Sources*
> International sources of economic and real estate
market-specific data
> Market and corporate data
> Typology of real estate indices
> Market, property and company valuation
> Ratings in the real estate sector

Sustainability in the Real Estate Sector
> The components of sustainability
> Regulatory environment
> Do sustainable investments pay off?
Investment calculation*
> Discounted cash-flow method
> Internal interest rate
Quantitative Methods*
> Descriptive statistics
> Introduction to regression analysis
> Introduction to cluster analysis
Digitalisation – Big Data*
> Tools for data preparation
> Analysis of mass data
Online Tutorial*
> Financial mathematics

Module 2 | presence: 3 days; blended learning: 2 days + online sessions
Business Models of Market Participants

Business Model: Project Development/Refurbishment*
> Typology of project development companies
> Project development processes
> Developer calculation (front & backdoor approach)
> Practical examples of real estate project developments
Business Model: Office Real Estate Investment & Asset
Management
> Characteristics of office properties
> Relevant office space concepts
> Capital market-oriented management of office real estate
Business Model: Real Estate Service Company*
> National and international service providers
> Range of property-related services
> Market for real estate services

Business Model: Commercial Real Estate Investment
> Special aspects of commercial real estate
> National and international investors
> Market for commercial real estate investments
Business Model: Housing Companies*
> Special aspects of housing companies
> Purchase, management and distribution
> Active asset management
Online Tutorial*
> Area definitions according to DIN 277 and gif

*All elements marked in orange are run completely or partially as a webcast in blended learning courses. Modules marked in
blue are always in-person, classroom events.

Choice – make decisions

Module 3 | presence: 7 days; blended learning: 2,5 days + online sessions
Real Estate Investments and Analysis

Real Estate Accounting and Valuation*
> Classification of real estate according to IFRS
> Approach, assessment and reporting
> Special features of the G-REIT
> Impairment
Introduction to International Real Estate Valuation
> Standardised and non-standardised procedures
> Income capitalisation
> Discounted cash flow
Real Estate Bonds
> Functionality and analysis
> Real estate companies on the bond market
> Types and pricing of real estate bonds

With our Executive MBA Programme
in Real Estate Finance you will obtain
an additional title
„CREA – Certified Real Estate
®

Investment Analyst (IRE|BS/DVFA)“

Real Estate Funds*
> European legal framework
> Real estate funds in accordance with the
German Investment Act
> Foreign funds
> Functioning and analysis of open and
closed-end real estate funds
> Alternative Investment Funds (AIF)

Real Estate Finance
> Essentials on Real Estate Finance
> Market participants
> Types of credit and loans
> Financing models and structures
> Interest rate projection and interest rate instruments

Real Estate Investment Banking
> Real estate companies on the stock exchange
> Real estate mergers & acquisitions
> Portfolio transactions
> Structured finance
> Securitisation
Special Funds*
> Development and legal framework
> Open and closed-end special-AIF
> Practice cases
Capital Market Law*
> Conceptual definitions in capital market law
> Overview of capital market transactions
> Inclusion of real estate capital market

Module 4 | presence: 4 days; blended learning: 4 days + online sessions
Portfolio Management

Portfolio Theory
> Fundamental principles of portfolio theory according
to Markowitz
> Mean variance analysis
> Index models
> Portfolio selection
> Quantitative and qualitative approaches
> Correlation of real estate and other asset classes
Risk-based Property Valuation and Portfolio Control
> Methodical challenges and fundamental principles
> Quantitative methods
> Rating of real estate
> Valuation of real estate: fundamental earnings value
instead of market value
> Risk information in simulation-based valuation and
portfolio control systems

Case Study: Real Estate Portfolio Management
> Investment modelling
> Interpretation of relevant yield figures
> Quantitative and qualitative investment analysis
> Portfolio modelling
> Analysis of real estate portfolios
> Integration of real estate in capital investment control
> Process of real estate portfolio management
> Risk diversification in the portfolio
> Real estate in the multi-asset portfolio
Cash flow Modelling*
> Cash flow-analysis (application-oriented)
Case Study: Real Estate Bidding Game
> Carrying out a fictitious bidding competition with data
analysis, strategy definition, submission of bids and
discussion of results

Master‘s Thesis | 3 months
Residence | Place of work

The course of studies is completed with the Master’s thesis, for which a three-month preparation
period is provided. It may cover topics relevant to the participant’s employer, provided these are
academically challenging.

Study locations
Rhine-Main – Eltville (Eberbach Monastery)

Eltville: Eberbach Monastery

Kloster Eberbach, or the Monastery of Eberbach, is the headquarters of the IRE|BS Immobilienakademie and location for most of its courses of study. Eberbach Monastery
in Eltville is among the most impressive medieval abbeys in Europe. It owes its significance to the Cistercian monks who cultivated vineyards there for 700 years. The abbey was also the backdrop for the filming of Umberto Eco’s “The Name of the Rose”,
which brought it worldwide fame. Wiesbaden is the nearest city. Eberbach Monastery
can also be reached easily by direct rail and road links from Frankfurt am Main.

Regensburg (University Campus)
Some of the lectures of the Executive MBA programmes are held at our alma mater,
the IRE|BS International Real Estate Business School at the University of Regensburg.
University research and teaching are conducted on the campus at the University of
Regensburg, which is located just outside the city centre on a hill to the south of the
city.

University of Regensburg: Vielberth Building

Because of the city´s unique status as “the only authentically preserved large medieval city in Germany“ the Old Town of Regensburg with Stadtamhof has been inscribed
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Frankfurt (City centre)

Frankfurt: Conference center

The Conference center, in the middle of Frankfurt, is easy to reach and offers students
modern conference premises and excellent transport links. The ICE high-speed train
will also take you there from Cologne’s main railway station.

Munich (City centre)

Munich: Haus der Bayerischen Wirtschaft

One of Munich‘s most attractive and renowned conference venues lies only a few
minutes‘ walk from Marienplatz: The House of Bavarian Business (HBW). These
exclusive conference rooms are located in the heart of Munich, easily accessible by
car or by public transport.

In-Person Attendance or Blended Learning
Classroom-based events

Blended Learning
(Combination of classroom and computer-based learning)

The Finance module (of the Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst intensive course)

In its blended format, the Finance module (of the Certified Real Estate Invest-

comprises 22 days of attendance, including the two days of examinations. This cor-

ment Analyst intensive course) comprises 13 days of in-person attendance and

responds to 16 networking days in six months and is divided into four modules.

68 e-learning units. This corresponds to nine networking days in five months and is

During the study period, you will be provided with all the scripts relating to your

divided into four modules.

lectures via our learning platform.

During the e-learning phases, you can organise your lectures yourself via our lear-

A study day usually consists of eight to ten academic lessons of 45 minutes each.

ning platform and exchange information virtually with your learning community.

Lectures usually begin at 9:00 am and end at 5:00 pm. On some days, these times
may vary.
The course is offered in Frankfurt as a purely classroom-based course.

The course is offered in Munich as a blended learning course.

Programme Management
For all your questions about studying, please contact our programme manager:
Phone: +49 (0)6723 9950-30
E-mail: mba@irebs.de

Anke Schneider
Anke.Schneider@irebs.de

Duration

Tuition Fees

The course is aimed at working professionals and lasts 15-20 months.

€ 19,950

Tuition Fee

Duration: 15 months

€ 18,950

Early bird rate: for bookings until 31 May

Months 1-11 – lectures

€ 17,950	Reduced tuition fees: for graduates in Real Estate Economics

Months 12-15 – Master‘s thesis

€ 13,950 	Reduced tuition fees: for graduates of our Certified Real Estate
Investment Analyst programme
Reduced tuition fees: for IMMOEBS and IRE |BS CORE members

The modules take place in Regensburg, Eltville (near Frankfurt) and

€ 18,950

Frankfurt (city centre) or Munich (city centre).

	
All figures are exclusive of VAT.
The tuition fees do not cover costs for travel, accommodation or meals.

Three months are reserved for the Master‘s thesis.

Part of the programme is a tablet, which we hand over to you on the first day.

With the opportunity to write the two eximanitations of the Module Finance you‘re

Participants who received a discount due to previous participation in the Real

entitled for the double-degree title Certified Real Estate Investment Analyst (IRE|BS/

Estate Economics or other study programmes are not entitled to a tablet or a

DVFA).

further discount due to the use of their own devices.
The tuition fees are paid in instalments:

Students spend 52 lecture days at IRE |BS Real Estate. This amounts to 42 net-

First instalment (20 %)

working days. Students will have to work on various assignments inside and

due 14 days after receipt of the written confirmation of admission

outside the classroom.

Second instalment (40 %)
at the start of the first module

A course day generally comprises eight to ten 45-minute lectures. These begin

Third instalment (40 %)

at 08:00 / 09:30 a.m. and finish at 05:30 / 07:30 p.m.

at the start of the second module

If students finished the programme for Certified Real Estate Investment Analysts in

In special cases your company will pay for this programme.

the past and obtain missing ECTS credit points or qualifications in another way. It is

The expenses for the programme are usually tax deductible.

possible to finish the MBA Finance in a short form in 34 days.

You will receive your confirmation within a few business days.

Academic Supervision
Prof. Tobias Just (FRICS)

Prof. Michael Dowling

Prof. Wolfgang Schäfers

Dr. Jürgen Schäfer (FRICS)

University of Regensburg

University of Regensburg

University of Regensburg

CORESIS Management

Prof. Tobias Just (FRICS)

Prof. Holger Rau

University of Regensburg

University of Göttingen

Uwe Kaiser

Prof. Klaus Röder

Deutsche Bank

University of Regensburg

Selected Lecturers
Lecturers at the Executive MBA in Real Estate Finance programme include:

Stefan Balzer
Catella Real Estate

Prof. Alexander Bassen

Dr. Regina-Viola
Frey-Cordes
IUBH Internationale Hochschule

University of Hamburg

Dr. Antje Gerhold

Martin Belik (MRICS)

Prof. Werner Gleißner

Thomas Körfgen

Marcus Rösch (FRICS)

Cushman & Wakefield

FutureValue Group

blueplanet Investments

Deka Immobilien Investment

Prof. Thomas Beyerle

Prof. Axel Haller

Rolf Künemann

Dr. Jan Röttgers

Catella Property Valuation

University of Regensburg

Deloitte

ECE Projektmanagement

Prof. Sven Bienert (MRICS)

Prof. Karl Hamberger

Esteban de Lope Fend

Prof. Andreas Roider

University of Regensburg

EY

Deka Immobilien Investment

University of Regensburg

Dr. Marcelo Cajias

Nicolas Hartel

Prof. Wolfgang Maennig

Dr. Jürgen Schäfer (FRICS)

PATRIZIA Immobilien

Catella Real Estate

University of Hamburg

CORESIS Management

Dr. Marcus Cieleback

Dr. Tilman Hickl

Holger Matheis (FRICS)

Dr. Bernhard Scholz

PATRIZIA Immobilien

H2i Asset Management

BEOS

Immobilis Group

Prof. Leo Cremer

Hela Hinrichs

Dr. Jaroslaw Morawski

Prof. Thomas Schreck

isperium

JLL

Grosvenor Europe

Prof. Michael Dowling

Henning Hollwitz LL.M

Dr. Cay Oertel

Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule
Regensburg

University of Regensburg

DWS Alternatives

Steffen Skopp

Dr. Konrad Finkenzeller
PATRIZIA Immobilien

Dr. Christoph Holzmann
(MRICS)

IntReal International Real Estate
Kapitalverwaltung

Dr. Henrik Pontzen

Prof. Thomas Steger

Dietmar Fischer

Union Investment Institutional
Property

Union Investment Institutional

University of Regensburg

Prof. Clemens Just

Dr. Tillman Prinz

Prof. Justus Vollrath

Bundesarchitektenkammer

PIQON Portfolio-ManagementBeratung

EY Real Estate

Prof. Peter Fischer
University of Regensburg

McDermott Will & Emery
Rechtsanwälte Steuerberater

Prof. Serge Ragotzky
Clairfield International

Deloitte Consulting

Markus Wickenträger
DWS Group

Further Course Information:

IRE |BS Immobilienakademie GmbH
Barocketage
Kloster Eberbach
65346 Eltville
Germany
Phone: +49 6723 9950-30
Email: mba@irebs.de
www.irebs-immobilienakademie.de

As of February 2021. Changes reserved.

www.irebs-immobilienakademie.de/fmba

